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[image: ROVO ECO 1060 S6]

ROVO ECO 1060 S6
    	Synchro-mechanism S6, high backrest, armrests type ECO4, polished aluminium base    
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ROVO ECO 1060 S6
    	Synchro-mechanism S6, high backrest, armrests type ECO4, polished aluminium base    
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ROVO ECO 1050 S5
    	Synchro-mechanism S5, mid-high backrest, armrests type ECO2, black plastic base    
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ROVO ECO 1060 EB
    	Comfort synchro-mechanism ERGO BALANCE, high backrest, armrests type ECO4, polished aluminium base    
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ROVO ECO 1060 S6
    	Synchro-mechanism S6, high backrest, armrests type ECO1, polished aluminium base    
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ROVO ECO


The multifunctional solution for modern office worlds

Are you looking for proven, robust companions for your day-to-day work? Office and visitor chairs that work in universal areas of application and which can even implement individual colour concepts? You‘ve come to the right place. Wide cushions, synchro-mechanism, individual adjustments. The robust ROVO ECO chair series with plastic back shell offers a lot. It suits for low budgets and the various versions with multiple heights of backrests, seat sizes and adjustment areas make it possible to adapt these chairs equally to large and to small people. In addition, equipped with ERGO BALANCE technique, ROVO ECO also encourages moving when sitting. This is really fun and keeps awake both body and mind. The colour range for ROVO ECO offers plenty of possibilities either to pick up company colours or to choose contrasting colours for seat and back.
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Model variants














[image: Model 1050 mid-high backrest]

Model 1050
    	mid-high backrest    











[image: Model 1060 high backrest]

Model 1060
    	high backrest    




Mid-high or high backrest. Your demand for comfort decides.














Comfort variants


The ROVO ECO series offers a variety of comfort solutions. Choose the chair mechanism matching your requirements.






	
Synchro S5

	
Synchro S6

	
ERGO BALANCE

	
ERGO BALANCE NEXT






	comfort synchro-mechanism with lateral spring force adjustment (quick adjustment)
	seat depth adjustment
	gas spring height adjustment








	synchro-mechanism lockable in 5 positions
	comfort quick adjustment to body weight
	seat depth adjustment








	synchro-mechanism lockable in 5 positions
	comfort quick adjustment to body weight
	seat depth adjustment
	seat angle adjustment








	integrated ERGO BALANCE technology (EB)
	synchro-mechanism lockable in 5 positions
	comfort quick adjustment to body weight
	seat depth adjustment
	seat angle adjustment








	integrated ERGO BALANCE technology (EB NEXT), lockable system of rotational movement
	synchro-mechanism lockable in 5 positions
	comfort quick adjustment to body weight
	seat depth adjustment
	seat angle adjustment





















Equipment


The standard equipment for ECO office chairs comes with comfort synchro-mechanism with lateral spring force adjustment (quick adjustment). Seat depth adjustment, seat adjustment. Plastic base black with hard double wheels. Gas lift height adjustment.





Armrests  
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ECO1
    	Height and width adjustable, soft PU-armtops.    
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ECO2
    	Multifunctional armrests: Height-, width- and depth adjustable, swivelling, soft PU-armtops. Plastic connector black.    
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ECO8
    	Multifunctional armrests: Height-, width- and depth adjustable, swivelling, soft PU-armtops. Aluminum connector polished.    
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ECO11
    	Height and width adjustable, soft PU-armtops.    












Lumbar support  
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    	depth-adjustable    
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Frame colours  
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    	Aluminium polished    











[image: Aluminium base silver]

    	Aluminium silver    











[image: Plastic base black]

    	Plastic black    












Castors  








[image: Hard or soft, braked double wheel castors, Ø 50 mm]

    	Hard or soft, braked double wheel castors, Ø 50 mm    












Further options  




	Height adjustment with shock absorbing system
	Height adjustment with increased seat height + 5 cm (nur S5, S6)
	Height adjustment with lower seating area - 2 cm
	Round seat cushion
	Backrest cushion in different fabric






















Downloads



Flyers and brochures  




	
ROVO ECO (EN) (212.4 KiB)

	
ROVO ERGO BALANCE (EN) (3.0 MiB)

	
ROVO ERGO BALANCE (NL) (3.0 MiB)












Instructions for use  




	
ROVO ECO (623.4 KiB)












Awards  
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The ERGO BALANCE technique in a video


Back-active with ERGO BALANCE
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The matching visitor chair


All visitor chairs can be individually configured according to the equipment options.




To the visitor chair
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Cookie and data protection information

This website uses cookies to enable certain functions and to improve the website.
        




Essential

Show details
Hide details


We only use technically necessary cookies that are required to operate the homepage. For further information about the cookies used, please refer to the following description:
                                                    

Contao HTTPS CSRF Token
Protects against cross-site request forgery attacks.
                                                                    
Storage duration: This cookie remains only for the current browser session.







PHP SESSION ID
Saves the current PHP session.
                                                                    
Storage duration: This cookie remains only for the current browser session.







Remember me
Saves the login status of a user.
                                                                    
Storage duration: infinite, until the cache is cleared
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